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MESSAGES FROM GOVERNING BODY & EDITORIAL BOARD 

 

MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN’S DESK 

I would like to congratulate the task force that brought to light the current issue of LIET NEWS. It chronicles the activities 

and achievement of Lords Institute of Engineering and Technology which in future will form part of the history of LORDS. 

The main purpose of out college newsletter is to inform, engage, inspire and entertain diverse readership including almanac, 

parents, students, faculty and other friends of the LORDS family. Hence we shall place each foot and speak every word with 

so much diligence that posterity may not fault with us. We have best facilities, infrastructure, faculty and all amenities that 

makes LORDS a leader among the professional educational institute in Telangana. It gives me immense pleasure to write that 

LORDS is the only minority college with autonomous status which help to raise the standard of education in an engineering  

                                  Field the unique strength skills and knowledge that student acquire from our class room will render them invulnerable and 

indefatigable. Let us convert this unique power into activities that may reflect on the pages of LIET news at present and echo over the globe in 

future. In light of these facts, I wish LIET cultivates a personal leadership style to become successful in a future society.     

 

SECRETARY‘S MESSAGE 

I am very proud that Lords has been successful engineers in different branches as Engineers play a vital role in nation 

building. They create new inventions using best engineering technologies to make human life more comfortable, secure and 

productive. A remarkable semester has come to an end with many developments to the credit of our institute. The enthusiasm 

with which we have worked throughout the year is precious and contagious. The last three months of the year 2022 were a 

great phase for academic achievements. We have been granted 08 patents. It is delightful to see that many of our professors 

were invited as experts for various online FDPs, Workshops, and Conferences. I wish that the New Year rings in with more 

accolades for our students and faculty, and we will reach new heights of academic excellence and innovation. And I believe  

Together we can do it. We have identified the needs of modern engineering and technology education for modern age students, with a vision and 

mission accompanying transparency, accountability and accessibility which keeps us abreast and also ahead of our competitors. At the outset, I 

send my greetings to the Editorial Board of Science and Humanities, for working on the newsletter.  

 

VICE CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE 

Lords Institute of Engineering and Technology was established to impart academic excellence by providing a conducive 

environment for the overall personality development of Young technocrats. Spanning more than a decade, the college is 

covering many milestones year after year incorporating all modern mechanisms of technological research and application. 

Within this span of time, it has emerged as one of the leading Engineering colleges. We have a perfect blend of academics 

and dynamic environment to motivate everyone – the management, faculty and students to deliver their best. Our objective is 

to create a class of Qualified, innovative and dynamic professionals for the Engineering sector, for self-employment and for 

academic & research institutions of socio-economic importance. A visit to T Hub provided an opportunity to our students to 

meet K. T. Rama Rao and other dignitaries who inspired them to know about the innovations in the field of business and 

Different strategies of entrepreneurship. I congratulate the team for compiling this newsletter with lot of efforts. 

 

JOINT SECRETARY’S MESSAGE 

Greetings and a very warm welcome. Our college works diligently to realize its mission of providing the best learning, 

teaching and research opportunities to students and academicians alike, it continues to supply students with the basics of 

modern knowledge and high values. The research activities of our faculty lead to an extraordinary enrichment of the 

experience of our students that is realized at both the graduation and Masters levels. Our mission is to seek solutions to global 

challenges by using the power of engineering principles, techniques and systems. We believe that engineers should not only 

possess deep technical excellence, but also nurture creativity, cultural awareness and entrepreneurial skills that come from 

exposure to science, business, medicine and other disciplines – all an integral part of the LORDS experience. Our students  

Learn the joy as well as the rigours of new discovery, and acquire skills of inquiry, evaluation, and communication that provide a foundation for 

the next phases of their careers and lives. I adieu with wishing that, “This is the beginning of anything you want”.  

 

PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE  

Our College has grown abundantly in the recent past. It continues to sustain   its growth.   People   reading this Newsletter 

will r e a l i z e  the tremendous changes that are happening in the campus. The Newsletter is presenting a glimpse of 

the growth of the institution on many fronts. The highly qualified and dedicated staff members have always stood shoulder 

to shoulder with the management and   has carried out their duties   with high level of commitment. The cherished motto 

of LIET is to produce world class Engineers for converting global challenges into opportunities through value embedded 

quality technical education. We have been constantly debating on one point-Quality Education, since today it's not mere 

academic education alone to be looked at, but the students' overall growth and development. We provide our time tested 

Educational methodology along with our unique in-house training programs incorporated along-side the curriculum which has benefited our 

students, as we had the best placement season in 2022 with around 300 offer letters from many reputed multi -national companies. This 

Newsletter has recorded achievements such   as conferences attended by staff members and students, competitions won by the highly 

talented students,  innovative  projects  carried  out by students  under the guidance of faculties, among others. Let’s give our best and make this 

institution a modern sanctuary of learning through our diligence, devotion and dedication. I congratulate all the contributors and the 

editorial board for bringing out such a beautiful Newsletter. I sign off with a phrase “The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single 

step.” 
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VICE-PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE 

It gives me immense joy to learn that our College has its deep roots in the field of education in the city of Hyderabad. I feel 

proud and privileged to be the part of this Magnificent Institution. Our college profoundly encourages research mindedness 

and is even more forward looking to support establishment of research centers, bring people together through events, invest in 

setting up labs with expensive equipment’s, ensure continued availability of material and inputs to cater to the aspiring 

researchers. At this juncture, I gratefully acknowledge the yeomen service rendered by the Visionary Predecessors, dedicated 

teachers and ever supporting parents who have worked selflessly and tirelessly to bring Newsletter of Science and Humanities 

department of our college. I am pleased to acknowledge that our college lays its stress not just on academic excellence but  

also on “character formation with academic excellence”. I am ending with a note, that “this is just a beginning and many more to come”.  

 

CHIEF EDITOR’S MESSAGE 

LORDS Institute of Engineering and Technology is committed to creation of knowledge through research across all academic 

disciplines. In addition to the academic research conducted by students at the undergraduate and postgraduate levels, our 

faculty members are involved in high value research and development initiatives, some of whom are funded. Our goal is to 

deliver world class - solution driven programmes that inspire curiosity and generate new knowledge and discoveries. It gives 

me great pleasure to bring you the Newsletter of Semester- II 2021-22. This issue offers a panoramic view of the academic, 

professional and cultural activities of the college. The name and fame of an institute depends on the calibre and achievements 

of the students and teachers. I would like to place on record my gratitude and heartfelt thanks to all those who have  

contributed to make this effort a success. I profusely thank the management for giving support and encouragement and a free hand in this 

endeavour. The editorial team thanks all its patrons for their support for the newsletter. I welcome suggestions from all our readers who wish to 

see their ideas incorporated in the subsequent issues. Please feel free to provide your feedback and send pertinent information with photos for 

inclusion in our forthcoming issues of newsletter. 

 

EDITORIAL BOARD 
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Events Conducted by S&H Department 

1. Student Development Programme on Morals and Ethics                                                             Date: 12-05-2023 
 

Student Development Programme on Morals and Ethics was organized with an aim to create a community where people are 

committed to upholding the highest standards of morals, ethics leading to a better life for all. Our mission is to inspire, educate, 

empower our members to be ethical and moral leaders in their personal and professional lives. We aim to achieve this by 

promoting dialogue, organizing events and activities and collaborating with other organizations, to create a culture of ethics of 

morals in society. This student development programme was organized to promote awareness and understanding of morals and 

ethics in our community. This initiative was to encourage members to uphold high moral and ethical standards. This club also 

provides a platform for members to discuss and explore various ethical dilemmas and solutions.  
      

                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Counselling to backlog students                                                                                   Date:   21-06-2023 
One of the most necessary Classroom management tasks that academics face a day is academic backlogs. The problem was 

addressed by Dr. J. Sasi Kiran to conjointly work towards empowering students to work on backlogs. The start of semester is 

mostly selected to be the most effective time to work on backlog and to notice the time of importance to students with backlog.  

Dean first year has strictly monitored, counselled and effectively reduced the backlog percentage in students. 
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3. International Yoga Day Celebrations                                                                                            Date: 22-06-2023 
Every year on June 21st, the globe celebrates International Yoga Day to bring attention to this age-old discipline and to recognize 

the benefits yoga has had on people's physical and spiritual well-being. Yoga is a practice that is effective for calming the body and 

mind and enhancing one's immune system. Ms. Siddiqui Tahseen Fathima, HOD, Dept. of English, LIET, gave an overview of 

Yoga Day before greeting and introducing the honoree, Ms. T. Venkat Rajaiha, a yoga consultant and a resource person for 

Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam. All of the students participated in warm-up activities and practiced both sitting and standing asanas 

while simultaneously hearing explanations of their significance. The lecture and demonstration delivered by Mr. Venkat Rajaiha 

had a good impact on the staff and the students. He urged pupils to regularly practice yoga in order to stay in shape and sharpen 

their focus. The value of yoga in one's life and how to maintain body-mind harmony were taught to all faculties, staff, and students. 

The students committed to including yoga into their daily lives as they talked about its significance and demonstrated various 

poses. Mr. Venkat Rajaiha spoke about The Positive Framework of Meditation. He began by explaining how negative thoughts 

disturb a person. Negativity he said increases the hormonal imbalance in people and thus there is a confusion of thoughts leading to 

stress. He emphasized the fact that purity of thought increases positivity in a person. Purity of thought increases mentally and 

physically strong people, which further create a positive nation leading to positive world. He emphasized that it is the 

responsibility of the teachers to imbibe positive thoughts among students. He conducted a 3-minute meditation session with the 

students and teachers and professed the regular use of meditation in one's life. The honourable secretary, Mrs. Rizwana Begum, 

felicitated Mr. Venkat Rajaiha. Under the direction of Dr. J. Sasi Kiran, Programme Officer, National Service Scheme (NSS) Unit 

of LIET in association with the Dept. of Physical Education, the International Yoga Day activities came to a successful conclusion. 

A vote of appreciation was given by Ms. Siddiqui Taheseen Fathima, HOD, Dept. of English, LIET, to conclude the event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Parent- Teacher’s Meeting-II                                                                                                 Date: 24-06-2023 
Lords Institute of Engineering & Technology (Autonomous), the Department of Science & Humanities has conducted their 

Parents-Teachers’ Meeting-II in offline mode for B.E-I Year SEM-II on 24th June 2023 at First Year Block from 10.00 am to 

4.30pm. The meeting was held to discuss the students’ progress in Academics (SEE-I Results), Attendance (Below 55% in SEM-

II), Conduct in the college and schedule of forthcoming Examinations (as per ALMANAC) etc., The purpose of the PTM is not 

only to make parents aware of their ward’s academic performance but also to encourage and motivate students to Excel in 

Semester End Examination. This is one of the best practices’ college takes up. It instils a trust and faith among parents about the 

autonomous institution like ours. Parents were intimated by the respective mentors of the class about PTM on 24th June 2023 

through Calling, SMS and WhatsApp groups. Apart from this it also gives clear picture of latest autonomous question paper pattern 

for CIE and SEE. A reminder calls about PTM was done twice on 20th & 23rd June 2023. SMS and WhatsApp text were forwarded 

on 23rd June 2023. PTM-II began on time from 10.00 am by strictly following the protocol of Covid-19. Parents along with the 

student started pouring in before the said time. Parents met with all the concerned subject faculties and enquired about their ward’s 

performance. Mentors made the parents and the students aware of autonomous marks distribution, passing marks for CIE and SEE, 

Credits to be scored at the end of the academic year, question banks for all the subjects, classes, attendance of their ward, 

upcoming CIE-I, Laboratory hours and most importantly Assignment and Surprise test which the students need to take care of. 

Apart from academics the mentors suggested the students to attend all the classes to improve their attendance percentage. The 
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Principal of LIET visited First Year Block and discussed with parents about their ward’s study and performance. They also asked 

them to share their experience about college and autonomous quality. They motivated students to attend the classes regularly and 

exhibit their best in all the future exams. The Mentors took Parents’ feedback in the feedback form and student Undertaking form   

provided, where they entered their details such as Name, attended by, phone number, remark if any and signature. They even 

explained about Mentor Files and took parents’ & student’s signature in it. 

The out-station parents also attended the PTM but those who could not attend it, called the mentors and enquired about their 

ward’s performance.  The feedback received was overwhelming, almost all the parents were grateful to the Management, the 

Principal, Dean-I year and the staff for their unrelenting support towards their ward’s academics. They were thankful that such a 

supportive faculty their ward has who assist him/her through notes, question bank, counselling and moral support. They gave 

testimonials like “I am impressed by the pattern of making the parents and the students aware of where and how the student could 

focus for better performance and subsequent improvement. PTM-II was successful as in total 87 parents attended the meeting 

whose attendance is below 55%. Parents are grateful to the Dean-I Year, Principal and the Management for providing wonderful 

opportunity for their ward to counsel academically. Dean-I Year was also thankful to all the parents for taking time out from their 

busy schedule to check their ward’s performance. He thanked the entire faculty for their priceless efforts. He was grateful to the 

management and the principal for their encouragement and support. 

 

                

 

        

  

5. Faculty Development Programme on “Effective Teaching, Learning and Research”             Date: 25-06-2022 
The Science and Humanities department organized a Faculty Development Programmeby title “Effective Teaching, Learning and 

Research” by Dr. Shiva Shanker Reddy, Prof. Civil on 20.04.2023, from 12.00noon to 1.30p.m at First Year Block at Lords 

Institute of Engineering & Technology explained how to do continuous assessment of first year students. He threw light on various 

aspects of assessing the students continuously. He explained the most important purpose of assessment and evaluation is to 

improve student learning. Assessment and evaluations are important tools for designing curriculum and instructional approaches as 

per need of students. It also plays important role in understanding overall effectiveness of programs and revising classroom 

practices. Well-designed assessments help students to use the knowledge and skills they have learnt and indicate their level of 

performance. As part of assessment, teachers provide students with descriptive feedback that guides their effort towards 

improvement. Dr. Shiva Shanker Reddy, Prof. of Civil was Felicitated by Principal LIET DR. C.V Narasimhulu His lecture threw 

light on some qualities of a good teacher which include skills in communication, listening, collaboration, adaptability, empathy and 

patience. 
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6. Internal Question Paper Evaluation Committee Review Meeting -2                                       Date: 03-07-2023 
Internal question paper evaluation was carried out as a part of Teaching Learning Process in an Autonomous Institutions at the 

department of Science & Humanities on  03-07-2023 from 10.30am to 1:00pm. The Principal, Dr. Ravi Kishan Singh has 

constituted a committee for Internal Question Paper Evaluation (IQPEC) for carrying out the process of Examination Reforms. 

Senior faculty, Deans, Directors’ and HOD’s were appointed as the members of IQPEC. Dr. Syed Nawazish Mehdi, verified 

Engineering Chemistry and Environmental Science, Dr. Sushma- Essence of Indian Traditional Knowledge and Indian 

Constitution, Dr. E.V. Raghava Rao-Mathematics-II, Dr. K. Nagi Reddy- Programming for Problem Solving, Dr. G. Sunil Vijaya 

Kumar-Engineering Physics, Dr. Shaik Mohammed Rasool - Basic Electrical Engineering. The internal question paper evaluation 

review meeting was preceded by  

Dr. J.Sasi Kiran, Dean-I year and attended by all course coordinators and co-coordinators. The IQPEC experts had gone through 

each question paper and verified the same by using different check points. The committee validated the CIE-2 question bank by 

judging through the parameters. Some different attributes were calculated subject wise and inputs were provided to the course 

coordinators for producing quality in the question paper. The general feedback received was that all the course coordinators 

prepared the question papers per the guidelines of autonomous question paper settings. The inputs received from the experts were 

taken positively by all the Course Coordinators and Co- coordinators. Course Faculties felt that it’s their privilege to learn from the 

experts. Dean-I year was grateful to all the experts for sparing their valuable time and appreciating the Course Coordinators in their 

endeavors. 
  

 

 

 

 

 

                         IQPEC-EP & EM                   IQPEC-M-2           IQPEC-IC 

 
 

 

 

 

IQPEC-EPC               IQPEC-EC & ES       IQPEC- PPS 

 

7. Revision classes and Question Bank Review                 Date: 05-07-2023 
The Department of Sciences and Humanities have conducted a Revision classes of I-B.E. Semester-II meeting on 5th July 2023 at 

10:00am. Faculty were requested to explain the importance of revision as these classes would help to study important topics 

exclusively for failed students and slow learners and put effort to increase the strength of class for remedial classes. Students 

should understand the question and attempt substantial number of questions to pass. Preparation and Time management will help a 

long way in learning the mistakes and clearing the subject. 
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8. Review on Remedial & Revision Classes, NAAC Attainments & Guest Lectures         Date: 15-07-2023       
The Department of Sciences and Humanities have conducted a Departmental Review of Semester II at 4:00pm. Faculty were 

requested to explain the importance of revision classes as these classes would help to study important topics exclusively for failed 

students and slow learners. And put effort to increase the strength of class for remedial classes. Students should understand the 

question and attempt substantial. Faculty must ensure that all Record Evaluation completed on time. The schedule of Lab internal, 

SEE and lab externa were discussed. It was also directed to the faculty to extend their assistance in tele calling towards admission. 

And all the faculty must complete mentor files which would be submitted to Secretary madam soon. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

9. Awareness Session on Outcome Based Education                                                                  Date: 26-07-2023 
Dr. Ravi Kishore Singh, Principal of LIET gave an overview & significance of OBE. He has discussed about OBE and What is 

OBE, he Enlighted us about Importance, Background, History & Guidelines of OBE Implementation. In which he said that we 

have to focus on the student Learning and also modify our Teaching-Learning Process with giving them Assignments and taking 

feedback from the students. He has given a brief explanation on Benefits of OBE. He emphasized that it is the responsibility of the 

teachers to imbibe positive thoughts among students. And his main focus on It’s Not What We Teach, It’s What Students Learn. 

He said about Role of NBA, Formulates & updates Accreditation policies & criteria. He concluded that, the OBE is the current 

trend in Traditional Education system & OBE makes it clear about the outcomes and expectations of the course. This allows them 

to choose the right content and learning methods. Clarity of goals further brings greater clarity in designing the approach to the 

outcomes. A vote of appreciation was given by Ms. Siddiqui Tahseen, HOD, Dept. of English, LIET to conclude the event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Student Development Programme on Personality Development & Personal Hygiene             Date: 27-07-2023 
Prof. Chaitanya Lata, Eminent Professor has delivered a lecture on “Personality Development and Personal Hygiene” for all the 

girl students of LIET on 27-07-2023. She highlighted the importance of grooming, cleanliness and attire for facing interviews. She 

motivated the students towards a presentable  physical appearance  for interviews. With the help of ppt She shared information 

about girl’s personal care and hygiene. It was a very informative session which promotes self-confidence and believe in themselves 

for whatever they do in life. A motivational speaker and a software engineer, Mr. Vinod Kumar addressed the boy’s session. He 

focussed on A, B, C, i.e., appearance, body language and communication. These were well discussed by the help of videos and ppt. 

Those videos highlighted the way to walk and dress up for an interview. Mr. Vinod’s stressed on career attributes social 

intelligence, and personality traits. Vote of thanks was proposed by the event coordinator Prof. Reshma Bushra Ghouri. 
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11. I-B. E II- Semester Internal Audit by IQAC                                                                       Date: 28-07-2023 
 

The meeting of IQAC Internal Audit was held in Dean Office, LIET campus. It has been deliberated that Individual Subject single 

page marks award list Xerox copy should be collect from Exam Branch. Assignment Questions and Surprise Test papers should be 

filed with Faculty Signatures. Laboratory Files should be arranged Subject & Activity wise. Remedial Classes file ready with Time 

Table, Action taken & Analysis to be ready for Semester-I including evaluation. Attainments of Semester-I Results for Course file 

for the Academic Year 2022–2023 should be completed by 1stAugust 2023 by all Faculty members. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. Talent Hunt  2023                                                                                                      Date: 01-08-2023 
We all know the importance of science in our daily life as everything happens with any of the laws of science whether It’s from 

Physics, Chemistry or Biology. Science is the most important subject in our life and a student should always learn about it since 

learning starts. Talent Hunt was conducted to analyze the national level aptitude of the students. It helps the students perform and 

analyze if engineering degree is the right course. Talent hunt shows can be seen as a way to help boost the self-esteem, confidence, 

and assurance of youth.  

The science expo is an exhibition where students present their science project and results in the form of a report, display board, and 

models that students have created. It is very important to motivate students with science projects and models. Because they can 

share their projects, ideas with their friends, parents and people who visit the fair. It also contributes to the social development of 

students. The science expo increases the skills of the presentation and increases the interest in being scientist and an engineer. 

“Talent Hunt” was organized by Department of Science and Humanities at first year block in LIET Campus. This event was 

organized as a part of regular extracurricular activity for improving student’s knowledge through hands on model preparation. The 

Program was graced by Secretary madam, Mrs. Rizwana Begum, Mr. Syed Tanveer, Joint Secretary along with the Principal of 

LIET, Dr. Ravi Kishore Singh.  

Many students have exhibited different models which included oxygen generator through chemicals, incinerator cum energy 

generator, plastic to petrol generator and many more. This project expo became a networking opportunity for participants to 

connect with like-minded individuals, mentors, and professionals who can guide them in their personal and professional journeys. 

The participants who exhibit exceptional sportsmanship, leadership were rewarded with rewards in the form of Certificates on the 

Freshers Day which motivated them.  

The models were judged by Dr. Nawazish Mehdi and Dr. Anwarullah from the Mechanical Department. The blind Coding 

competition is a programming competition that challenges participants to write 

code without being able to see it. Participants are given a programming problem and have a set amount of time to write their code 

with their computer screen turned off. This is an individual event. The compiler provided will be Turbo-C. 

Institute provides equal opportunities to all the students to present their talent and encourages students to shed their reluctances at 

the same time come over their stage fear nervousness by building interpersonal communication skills. Songs/Poem are one of the 

best sources to represent feeling/emotions and thought and singing/reciting them in a rhythmic way is the best option to share with 

peer. Students of B.E 1st year readied themselves for a singing song/reciting poem competition that was held on 1st August, 2023 at 

10: 30 am at Orator's Club. All the participants enthusiastically participated to showcase their singing or reciting talent.  

The contestants were strong enough to give a tough competition to each other. Asst. Prof. Aliya Bawahab and Asst. Prof. Sultana 

Begum were chosen to serve on the jury panel.  

The Competition was arranged under the coordination of Asst. Prof. Humera Nafees and Asst. Prof. Afshan Jabeen. Students have 

selected English, Urdu Poems and English Songs to perform. 

In the Video presentation, students prepared a video with  multiple slides, video narration along with audio, video animation and 

images to communicate certain specific information to an audience in an engaging manner .The first year Engineering students of 

Lords Institute of Engineering and Technology, Hyderabad readied themselves for video presentation  competition which was held 

on  July 31st 2023 , at 10:30 a.m. at “Orator's Club”. 

“Product best out of waste” event under the “Talent Hunt 2K23” was organized by Department of Science & Humanities at 

Engineering Workshop Lab at LIET Campus. This Event was organized to enhance the skill of the first year students for 

producing the new products by using waste materials.  
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13. Parents Teachers Meeting – III                                                                                   Date: 05-08-2023 
Lords Institute of Engineering & Technology (Autonomous), the Department of Science & Humanities has conducted their third 

Parents-Teachers’ Meeting for B.E-I Year SEM-II on 5th August 2023 at First Year Block from 10.00am to 5.00pm. The meeting 

was held to declare the result of CIE-I which was conducted from 10th to 12th July 2023. The purpose of the PTM is not only to 

make parents aware of their ward’s academic performance but also to encourage and motivate students to Excel in Semester End 

Examination. This is one of the best practice’s college takes up. It instills a trust and faith among parents about the autonomous 

institution like ours. Earlier two PTMs were conducted, PTM-I was conducted in SEM-I and PTM-II was conducted especially for 

the students who were irregular since the beginning of SEM-II classes to make parents and students realize the importance of 

attending classes regularly.  

Parents were intimated by the respective mentors of the class about PTM-III on 2nd August 2023 through Calling, SMS and 

WhatsApp groups. Progress Reports for Group-A & Group-B were prepared well in advance based on the marks scored in 

respective subjects by the students. It provides detail pertaining to CIE-I marks, attendance of the student, SEM-I SEE result, 

academic calendar, credits to be scored and minimum pass marks for theory and practicals. Apart from this it also gives clear 

picture of latest autonomous question paper pattern for CIE and SEE. A reminder calls about PTM-III was also done on 3rd August 

2023.SMS and WhatsApp text was forwarded on 4 th August 2023. The schedule for PTM-III on 5th August 2023 is as follows. 

PTM-III began on time from 10.00 am where all the mentors were ready with the progress report, mentor files and attendance 

registers. Parents along with the student started pouring in before the said time.  

Parents met with all the concerned subject faculties and enquired about their ward’s performance. Mentors made the parents and 

the students aware of autonomous marks distribution, passing marks for CIE and SEE, Credits to be scored at the end of the 

academic year, question banks for all the subjects, attendance of their ward, upcoming CIE-II, Laboratory hours and most 

importantly Assignment and Surprise test which the students need to take care of. The students who scored outstanding marks in 

CIE-I were encouraged to focus on areas of their shortcomings and prepare well for CIE-II and SEE. Apart from academics the 

mentors suggested the students to prepare a daily schedule of study and follow it strictly till they write their SEE. The Secretary, 

Mrs. Rizwana Begum and Principal, Dr. Ravi Kishore Singh visited First Year Block and discussed with parents about their ward’s 

study and performance. They also motivated and encouraged them to perform well in SEE examination so that they get better 

placements. Principal also asked the parents to share their experience about college and autonomous quality. They motivated 

students to exhibit their best in all the future exams.  

The Mentors took Parents’ feedback in the feedback form provided, where they entered their details such as Name, attended by, 

phone number, remark/feedback if any and signature. They even explained about Mentor Files and took parents’ & student’s 

signature in it. The out-station parents also attended the PTM-III but those who could not attend it, called the mentors and enquired 

about their ward’s performance. Few parents joined the PTM virtually.  

The feedback received was overwhelming, almost all the parents were grateful and appreciated the Management, the Principal, 

Dean-I year and the staff for their mentoring system and unrelenting support and towards their ward’s academics. They were 

thankful that such a supportive faculty their ward has who assist him/her through notes, question bank, counseling/mentoring and 

morally.  
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Most of the parents opined that the institute should also implement a system to keep mobile phones of the students out of the class 

so that the students could focus fully on the classes. Many parents also met Dean-I Year to discuss their ward’s performance, 

progress and behavior. PTM-III was successful as more than 60% of the parents attended the meeting. Parents are grateful to the 

Dean-I Year, Principal and the Management for providing wonderful opportunity for their ward to excel academically. Dean-I 

Year was also thankful to all the parents for taking time out from their busy schedule to check their ward’s performance. He 

thanked the entire faculty for their priceless efforts. He was grateful to the management and the principal for their encouragement 

and support. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14. Independence Day Celebrations                                                                                              Date: 15-08-2023 
The great day began with the unfurling of our national flag by the honourable chairman, C.A. Syed Basha Mohiuddin, before the 

staff and students. The gathering saluted the flag and sang the national anthem. The anchor of the day, Mrs. Amatul Azeem, 

welcomed one and all to commemorate Freedom Day. Invoking the Almighty at the start of any significant occasion is of 

traditional importance. According to a great philosopher, the purpose of prayer is not to change God; rather, it is to transform 

nature. The celebration began with an invocation. A wonderful qirat by Taha, a student of CSD-A, drew the strings of every heart, 

and his soothing voice cherished our souls present on the occasion. The next item of the program was a poem recitation by Abdul 

Raheem, a student of CSD-C, that touched every heart. The poem recitation was followed by a mesmerizing patriotic song sung by 

Hussain Tariq, a student of CSE-C. He immersed the audience in a stream of patriotism. The next segment of the event began with 

a power-packed, patriotic speech delivered by Mohammed Rafatullah Khan. The Principal, LIET, took over the stage, explaining 

the importance of service rendered by the soldiers of our country and urging the youth to serve the country wholeheartedly. The 

Vice Chairman, utilising the opportunity, appreciated the staff for their dedication and encouraged them to continue the same spirit. 

The secretary taking to the dais swayed the gathering with a story narration and motivated the young generation to realize the 

importance of earning. She also announced the inauguration of the "Abdul Kalam Knowledge Club," which was established to feed 

the minds of the students with extra knowledge. She encouraged the staff and the students to contribute their knowledge to the 

club. Last but not least, the chairman addressed the gathering with a focus on the development made by India in the past seventy-

seven years. He explained to the students with examples how discipline, simplicity, and hard work pay off, resulting in huge 

success. 
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15. Course Coordinators Meetings                                                                                                    Date: 19-01-2023                                              
The meeting of all the First Year Course Coordinators was held on 19th January 2023 at 3:30pm in Dean Office, it has been 

instructed to conduct remedial classes for OU 2022-23 batch for difficult subjects such Mathematics-I, II, III, Physics, Chemistry, 

Programming for Problem Solving, Basic Electrical Engineering. Previous years OU question papers must be discussed and classes 

should run for 3-4 hours for each subject. The remedial classes are one of the initiatives of our college to prepare the students for 

their backlog examinations which would bring better result at university.  
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16. Guest Lecture on Basic Electrical Engineering                                                                        Date: 21-08-2023 
The guest speaker was heartily welcomed by Dr. J. SasiKiran, Dean, First Year and Dr. Ravi Kishore Singh, Principal, LIET. The 

guest speaker Mrs. Vijaya Laxmi, Associate Professor in EEE, Stanley College of Engineering for Women is having 10+ years of 

rich experience in Teaching and Research in the department of Electrical Engineering. The guest lecture was continued with brief 

explanation on various important questions of first three units of Basic Electrical Engineering. He discussed about the Kirchoff’s 

Laws, Superposition theorem, Thevenin’s Theorem and Norton’s theorem from first unit. He gave brief explanation of R, L, C, 

RL, RC and RLC Circuits and their phasor relations from second unit. Further, he explained the Faraday’s laws of Electromagnetic 

Induction and Fleming’s rules. He also explained the working of different electrical machines like Transformers and Induction 

Motors. He ended up the session with question paper pattern and previous year questions. The vote of thanks was given by Dr. CH. 

Santhan Kumar, HoD, Department of EEE. As per the feedback received from the participants it was a very good learning 

experience, the lecture helped them in revising the complete three units of the Basic Electrical Engineering. This was of a great 

help for students as the end exams are scheduled in 10 days.                                                   
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                                       

17. TLP as per Revised ALMANAC, CIE-2 & SEE Examinations                                           Date: 20-08-2023 
 

The Department has conducted a Departmental Review meeting for Semester II. It has been resolved to follow the Revised 

ALMANAC and updated Timetable w.e.f. 20-08-23. Orator’s Club, Mathematics Club, Sports, Library periods to be cancelled to 

complete the syllabus of CIE-II. The staff was asked to adopt result-oriented methods for slow learners and students who are 

having 2 or more backlogs in Semester-1. Staff members can use LCD Projector for better understanding of the students and they 

should complete the LAB Record with experiment/programme and get Faculty signatures. Assignments and Surprise Test scripts 

are to be corrected and marks entry in Dean Office and Exam Branch.  Attendance in BEES software must be updated on daily 

basis. 

 
 

  

 

 

 

18. FDP on Effective Teaching Methodologies by Dean First Year                                                  Date: 10-09-23 
 

Department of Science and Humanities of LIET conducted Faculty Development Programme on “Effective Teaching 

Methodologies” headed by Dr. J. Sasi Kiran, Professor in CSE & Dean -I Year on 10th September 2023. He explained on how to 

make the lessons student centric, functional and efficacious. Visualization, cooperative learning, usage of technology in the 

classroom, behavior management and professional development are some of the key concepts that every faculty has to inculcate in 

their classroom teaching. The FDP was fruitful as the faculties received the inputs on how to implement these for making the 

teaching effectively. 
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19. Telangana 5Km Run                                                                                                                      Date: 02-09-2022 
As part of Telangana formation decennial celebrations, Telangana state police organized “Telangana 5 km run” at NTR Margi and necklace road 

on 12th June 2023 at 06.00 am. A total of 29 engineering colleges were invited to take part in this event. From Lords institute of engineering & 

technology around 65+ students participated and showed support to the Telangana state police. The venue was Dr. B. R. Ambedkar statue, near 

Imax. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

20. Teacher’s Day Celebrations                                                                                                  Date: 05-09-2023 
Teachers Day was celebrated by Department of S&H with the association of 1st Year Faculties on 5th Sep, 2023. Amidst lot of fan 

fare respect and enthusiasm at LIET campus. Principal, Dean’s, HOD’s and faculty of all departments participated in the event. 

Teachers Day with the help of MBA Department was celebrated to showcase 20 years of Educational Excellence and existence of 

LIET under the inspirational leadership of General Secretary, Madam Mrs. Rizwana Begum. LIET Faculty conferred 20.  Words of 

Wisdom “in a colorful formal bestowal ceremony to LIET charismatic leader in reciprocation Madam also gave Teachers Day 

speech to welcome all the 20 distinguished faculty on this special occasion by rewarding outstanding faculty with Reward 

Ceremony of LIET, Madam rightly said that 'leaders are not born, they are made'. Leading from the front, Woman 

Entrepreneurship is a key focus area at the campus and teachers groom young girls to aim for the moon, fly high and touch the sky. 
 

 

 

 

 

  

21. International Daughter’s Day                                                                                                        Date: 24-09-2023 

Department of information technology had conducted an event on the occasion of International Daughter’s Day Celebration on 24th 

September 2023 with the association of Science and Humanities. It is initiated in order to facilitate & encourage the young female 

faculty working in LIET. The chief guest of this event was none other than the iron lady of our institution Mrs. Rizwana Begum 

the secretary of LIET. She had emphasized on the importance of having a girl child and how we need to provide the quality 

education to the young girls and nurture them by providing conceptual knowledge, employability skills along with human values, 

and positive attitude so that a girl can become a self-independent woman one day. Dr.Ravi Kishan Singh , Principal had 

appreciated for organizing International Daughters Day event in LIET Campus and the session came to an end with Principal sir’s 

quote- “To educate a woman is to educate an entire generation.  
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22. Remedial Classes for Students with backlogs                                                                             Date: 28-09-2023 
The Department of Science and Humanities, Lords Institute of Engineering and Technology conducted remedial classes for I.B.E I semester 

students from 3rd October to 7th October 2023. The following subject handling expert faculty were given sessions for a whole week to revise the 

topics for backlog students. Important topics in Engineering Physics, Environmental Science, Mathematics I, Indian Constitution, Programming 

for Problem Solving, Engineering Chemistry, EITK, EPC, Basic Electrical Engineering in a very simple manner so that the students could easily 

grasp the concepts. Students clarified their doubts and understood the concepts very clearly. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

23. Graduation Day and Farewell Party for 2019-2023 Batch.                                                       Date: 30-09-2023 
          The Graduation Day and Farewell Party was held on 30th September, 2023 at Lords Institute of Engineering and Technology by 

3pm. The function is grace by Honorable Chairman Mr. CA Basha Mohiuddin, Honorable Secretary Mrs. Rizwana Begum, 

Honorable Vice Chairman Mr.Touseef Ahmed, Honorable Joint Secretary Mr. CA Tanveer Ahmed, Principal Prof. Ravi Kishan 

Singh, All Deans, HODs and all students of 4th year from various branches. Principal Sir welcomed the students for the graduation 

day, advised them wherever they would go and whatever the position they occupied, their responsibility is to uphold the name of 

the college and reminded them that the college is always their college. He had taken the Oath from the students to be good citizens, 

do good and take their responsibilities effectively. Joint Secretary Sir had given suggestions to the students to be responsible 

themselves as they entered into the real life and upgrade themselves up to the level of corporate sector of professionalism. He had 

shared the present nature of working culture. 

Secretary Madam Rizwana Begum expressed her experiences with them about that batch how they had taken their journey of the 

course in the pandemic period. At last she revealed a story in order to motivate the students that whatever opportunity they get they 

should be ready to take up it as a challenge. 

Vice chairman presented the graduation certificates to the students along with chairman sir. In his message vice chairman 

suggested the students that whatever career they choose they should give their hundred percent and excel in their future 

commitments. Chairman Sir appreciated the students and congratulated them for their achievements. He advised the students to be 

qualitative and talented in all aspect and especially in working area. At last he said to the students to remember the college and 

contribute something to the society and country. On this occasion the Brochure of 3rd International Conference was unveiled by all 

the Deans, HODs and senior Professors along with the management.  
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24. Orator’s Club Activities 
An Introduction of Orator’s Club was given to the students explaining the importance of improving communication skills. Orators 

club is the best activity to overcome stage fright and to develop confidence level among the students. The introductory session 

gave an idea of organizing the session by student themselves forming a team of two coordinators, two technical coordinators, a pair 

of anchors, minimum three presenters and a group of volunteers. Students can speak on any topic of their choice through PPT, 

object or impromptu talk. The team would schedule next performance ahead by themselves. 

Students were asked to have interaction with teachers regarding the orator’s club activity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

25.  Mathematical Club Activities 
The mathematic club at S&H department  organized the various activities to inculcate the overall development of an individual 

student by keeping in mind the following objectives such as: To make the students understand the need for mathematics in 

engineering and to develop the ability driven education, To develop the practice of achievement based education,  To bring out the 

understanding of mathematical dependencies to students thereby helping them to grow in technology through active learning 

methods. Throughout the semester the students from all the branches were actively participated in numbers of activities such as 

History of Mathematicians, Easy tricks in Mathematics, Open sources in Mathematics learning, Solving problems in innovative 

way, Application of Mathematics in Engineering, Mathematics coding, Mathematical aptitude, Mathematical puzzles and logics, 

Games pertaining to Mathematics, Real life Mathematical problems, Applications of M-II, Mathematical modeling and 

Mathematical intelligence. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

26. R&D Activities 
RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS 

 

JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS 

    

Name/Names of the 

Inventors 
Title Application No. 

Month & 

Year of 

Publication 

National/ 

International 

Mrs. Sameera 

Begum 

Synthesis And Characterization Of CD 

Complexes Containing Bidentate Heterocyclic 

Nitrogenous Bases 

European 

Chemical 

Bulletin 

June 2023 Scopus 

 

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES ATTENDED 

 

S.No  Title of the Event Attended Faculty Organized by Place Duration 

1 

A one week faculty 

development programme on 

effective teaching, learning & 

research 

Dr. Rehana Anjum LIET Hyderabad 
17- 22 

APRIL,2023 

2 
A one week faculty 

development programme on 
Arshiya Anjum LIET Hyderabad 

17- 22 APRIL, 

2023 

http://s.no/
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effective teaching, learning & 

research 

3 

A one week faculty 

development programme on 

effective teaching, learning & 

research 

Dr. Mujeeb Hasan LIET Hyderabad 
17- 22 APRIL, 

2023 

4 

Online FDP on "ICT Tools for 

Digital Learning, Students 

Engagement and Industry 

connect" using ULektz 

Dr. Mujeeb Hasan LIET Hyderabad 7 FEB 2023 

5 

A one week faculty 

development programme on 

effective teaching, learning & 

research 

Dr.Dindigala Raju LIET Hyderabad 
17- 22 APRIL, 

2023 

6 

Online FDP on "ICT Tools for 

Digital Learning, Students 

Engagement and Industry 

connect" using ULektz 

Afshan Jabeen LIET Hyderabad 7 FEB 2023 

7 

A one week faculty 

development programme on 

effective teaching, learning & 

research 

Amtul Muneer LIET Hyderabad 
17- 22 APRIL, 

2023 

8 

A one week faculty 

development programme on 

effective teaching, learning & 

research 

Syed Naseeruddin LIET Hyderabad 
17- 22 APRIL, 

2023 

9 

A one week faculty 

development programme on 

effective teaching, learning & 

research 

Shaik Mohd Ali LIET Hyderabad 
17- 22 APRIL, 

2023 

10 

A one week faculty 

development programme on 

effective teaching, learning & 

research 

Aliya Bawahab LIET Hyderabad 
17- 22 APRIL, 

2023 

11 

A one week faculty 

development programme on 

effective teaching, learning & 

research 

Sameera Begum LIET Hyderabad 
17- 22 APRIL, 

2023 

12 

Recent Advancements in 

Medicinal Chemistry and 

Material Science 

Sameera Begum 
Vardhaman college of 

Engineering 
Hyderabad 

24-28 APRIL 

2023 

Hyderabad 

13 

A one week faculty 

development programme on 

effective teaching, learning & 

research 

Shazia Tahseen LIET Hyderabad 
17- 22 APRIL, 

2023 

14 

3rd international conference 

on advances in sciences, 

engineering and management 

 

Shazia Tahseen LIET Hyderabad 
18-19 NOV 

2022 

15 

Teaching, learning and 

evaluation techniques for 

effective OBE 

Shazia Tahseen LIET Hyderabad 
29 AUG-2 SEP 

2022 

16 

A one week faculty 

development programme on 

effective teaching, learning & 

research 

M. Bhanu Kumari LIET Hyderabad 
17- 22 APRIL, 

2023 
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17 

A two day workshop on 

Recent Advances in 

Differential Equations 

M. Bhanu Kumari VIT chennai 
8th & 9th 

April, 2023 

18 

A two day national seminar on 

R studio and Data analysis 

through Excel 

M. Bhanu Kumari CSSR & SRRM PG college kadapa, A.P. 
13th & 14th 

June, 2023 

19 

A one week faculty 

development programme on 

effective teaching, learning & 

research 

Nazia Sultana LIET Hyderabad 
17- 22 APRIL, 

2023 

20 

Online FDP on "ICT Tools for 

Digital Learning, Students 

Engagement and Industry 

connect" using ULektz 

Nazia Sultana LIET Hyderabad 
7th February, 

2023 

21 

A one week faculty 

development programme on 

effective teaching, learning & 

research 

Anjum Afrooze LIET Hyderabad 
17- 22 APRIL, 

2023 

22 

A one week faculty 

development programme on 

effective teaching, learning& 

research 

Asra Jabeen LIET Hyderabad 
17- 22 APRIL, 

2023 

23 

online FDP on "ICT Tools for 

Digital Learning, Students 

Engagement and Industry 

connect" using ULektz 

Asra Jabeen LIET Hyderabad 
7th February, 

2023 

24 

Online FDP on "ICT Tools for 

Digital Learning, Students 

Engagement and Industry 

connect" using ULektz 

Parveen Suraiya LIET Hyderabad 
7th February, 

2023 

25 

A one week faculty 

development programme on 

effective teaching, learning & 

research 

Parveen Suraiya LIET Hyderabad 
17- 22 APRIL, 

2023 

26 

ICT TOOLS for Digital 

Learning, Student 

Engagement and Industry 

Siddiqui Tahseen Fatima ULEKTZ Academic Council  March 2023 

27 
Effective Teaching Learning 

and Research 
Siddiqui Tahseen Fatima LIET (A) Hyderabad 

17 April to 24 

April 2023 

28 Advanced Teaching Skills Siddiqui Tahseen Fatima IOT ACADEMY Coimbatore 
24 to 31st May 

2023 
 

NPTEL CERTIFICATION 

S.No Name of the Faculty Title of NPTEL Course Level Duration 

1 NAZIA SULTANA Enhancing Soft Skills & Personality 68% 6 Months 

2 

SIDDIQUI TAHSEEN 

FATIMA Speaking Effectively 57 6 Months 

3 ANJUM BEGUM Elementary Electrochemistry 43 6 Months 

4 PARVEEN SURAIYA Enhancing Soft Skills and Personality 53 6 Months 

5 SULTANA BEGUM Enhancing Soft Skills and Personality 64 6 Months 

6 ASRA JABEEN Enhancing Soft Skills and Personality 70 6 Months 

7 SHAIK MOHAMMED ALI Applied Linear Algebra in AI and ML 82 6 Months 
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27. Press & Media  

 
  


